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(Short Version)
In 2004, the then defence contractor EADS, now Airbus, landed a contract for what is still
considered the world's largest border security program today. The client was the Saudi Arabian
royal family, the order value was around 2 billion euros. Airbus was commissioned to build an
approximately 9,000 kilometer-long high-tech fence on the country's northern and southern
borders. The goal was to prevent the infiltration of Islamist terrorists from countries such as
Syria, Iraq, Lebanon, and Yemen, to stop arms smuggling, and to halt refugee movements.
Companies such as Airbus profit doubly: they supply high-tech weapons for billions to the war
coalition partners Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates (VAR) and other Arab states, which
have been waging war against the Iranian-backed Huthi rebels since 2004, and they make
billions more by setting up border protection facilities with the aim, among other things, of
preventing people affected by the war from fleeing, including to Europe. Much of what is written
about border surveillance technology in the Airbus brochures are developed and produced in
Germany: e.g. in Immenstaad on Lake Constance with 2,250 employees. According to Airbus,
this is where "command, reconnaissance and surveillance systems" as well as "target display
drones for civilian and military customers" and "platform manufacturers for helicopters, combat
aircraft, transport aircraft, and UAVs" (=unmanned aircraft=drones, i.e.) are developed and
built1. The humanitarian situation in Yemen will continue to deteriorate. Shabia Mantoo, the
spokeswoman of the UN refugee agency UNHCR responsible for Yemen, is convinced of this.
"Since the beginning of the conflict, more than four million people have been forced to flee their
homes, many of whom have tried to return home...The majority have no choice but to stay in
Yemen. Only a comparatively small number, around 65,000 people, have fled to neighboring
states or other countries in the Middle East2". The war still largely seals off the border to the
north. Once it is over, the high-tech fence and the sea surveillance systems of Airbus will
prevent escape. At the same time, refugees are streaming in from Somalia, Djibouti, and
Ethiopia trying to escape from Yemen to the Arabian Peninsula, which the fence then prevents.
Already now, violent repatriations are taking place, often conducted by the same traffickers who
brought the people into the country, Shabia Mantoo knows, "According to UNHCR, tens of
thousands of Yemenis have fled to Djibouti, Somalia, and Ethiopia. They then often live in the
same camps as the African refugees who returned from Yemen."3
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